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Techniques of Mentalism ( The Bob Cassidy Lecture Notes) Copyright © 2002 by Robert E Cassidy



The nice thing about a lecture is that I have an opportunity to delve into areas which simply wouldn't be appropriate (to my mind, at least) in my other writings. In my books I try to concentrate primarily on original material. That is, after all, what the readers are paying for. In a lecture, however, it seems quite proper to deal with fundamental approaches to the art and to discuss my variations and handlings of standard effects and moves. If you see me perform at a gathering of mentalists you will see nothing but my original material. When I perform for lay audiences, however, (which is most of the time) I use effects that I consider to be the strongest and most effective. Very often that is standard material. I like to think, though, that even in the presentation of standard stuff, that my approach is at least original. In this lecture I'll be covering the material I carry with me all of the time so that it may be presented whenever the situation arises. This is the stuff that gets the bookings. It's also material that will give you a reputation for doing "the real thing." I'll also cover the a two routines which most mentalists consider to be my best creations- my version of the three envelope test and the “Card Memory” test. Unlike my previously published versions, which covered a variety of different methods and approaches to the effect, what we'll discuss tonight is the way I actually do it. The Name/Place routine will also be described since I use it both in my close up and stage performances. It is, I think, one of the most practical things you can do in an impromptu setting.



My Mentalism Kit I make it a habit to always carry certain materials with me. When I?m wearing a suit, everything fits into the pockets. In a jeans and T-shirt situation everything fits nicely into a belt pouch or fanny pack. (I would, however, suggest that you don't wear the pack on your fanny unless you don't mind sitting on your act.) The materials are as follows: A black lipstick. A 35mm film canister A regular die
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A gimmicked "psychokinetic pen" A packet of billets (blank 3x5 cards which have been cut in half) Two "rainbow pads" (3x5 pads comprised of newsprint stock) Magnetic cigarette case At lease two more pens- one that matches the gimmicked psycho pen. Two nail writers 6b and 2h artists pencils Bent coin reel (For an effect not explained in these notes, but presented in detail at the lecture) Some bent quarters Paper clips Envelopes Golf Pencils Drawing Pads A couple of keys suitable to use as "benders" in case I can't find a suitable one in a small audience. Here's what all of these things are for. Obviously I never do all of this material for one group. In fact, in an impromptu setting, I find it much more effective to do no more than two effects. More than that actually does more harm than good. Rather than creating a reputation for yourself by performing something that the audience will remember always, if you do too much they'll tend to describe you as someone "who did all sorts of things." You don't want that. You want them to tell their friends exactly what they think you did. The other stuff is for repeat performances.



The Black Lipstick This has two great uses. The first is for my no-gimmick version of Fiedler's Memory Die. This has previously appeared in my "Principia Mentalia" series but I gave myself permission to include it here. This is the effect: The performer exhibits a 35mm film canister and an unprepared die. He hands the die to a spectator and asks him to concentrate on one of the numbers. Next the mentalist hands the volunteer the film can and tells him to drop the die into it so that his selected number is facing upward. The can is passed around so that other spectators can look in and help in the concentration process. The last spectator holding the canister is told to remove the die and toss it back to the performer. Casually putting the die into his pocket, the performer retrieves the canister. Going into his psychic mode, the mentalist successfully reveals the thought of number. Since we're discussing the use of black lipstick I think the method should be apparent. In the original routine, as described in "Principia Mentalia," I simply said to use a lipstick. The advantages of using a black lipstick (available in any costume shop) hadn't yet dawned on me. Prior to performance you need only insert the lipstick into the canister and leave a small dot on the little nub which is on the center of the inside bottom. SMALL! Too much and you'll make such a mess that you'll have no idea what number's being thought of.
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Don't store the die in the canister. The lid is not used in the effect. It is removed from the canister just prior to beginning the effect. The handling is just as described above. When the die is tossed back to you a casual glance at it, as you put it in your pocket, will reveal a slight smudge on one side of the die. The number opposite this one is the chosen number. Remember- opposite sides of a die total seven. (Of course if you didn’t already know this you are hardly ready to be a mentalist- or a parlor magician either, for that matter.) One problem with the previous effect is that it is basically a one out of six shot. It's more effective if you use it in place of a force in a triple prediction effect such as Jak's classic "This Way Out." The reason that black lipstick is best is that it won't be noticed on a white die with black spots. If seen by a spectator he'll just assume that it is a cheap die with a shoddy spotting job. Red lipstick, however, while it usually won't be noticed if you keep the handling brisk, will raise a red flag to an astute observer. My other use for the black lipstick is simply a refinement of ideas created by Ned Rutledge, Punx, Ross Johnson and myself. The original effect was first described by Robert Parrish and probably goes back to the days of the fraudulent mediums. This is how it looks: The performer writes the numbers from one to five on a scratch pad in a vertical column on the left side of the sheet. The spectator is told to think of the first name of someone who was important in his or her life. Handing the spectator the pen, the mentalist asks him to print the name next to any of the numbers. The mentalist, of course, does not watch while this is done. When the spectator says he is finished the mentalist tells him to print random names next to the other four numbers, thus disguising the position of the thought of name. The mentalist retrieves the pad and explains that he has developed the ability to tell whether or not someone is lying simply by observing his body language. The spectator is told to say "No" to each and every question about to be asked, even if by saying "No" he will be telling a lie. He is further instructed not to tell the truth until the performer tells him to. "Do you understand?" asks the mentalist. "Yes," replies the spectator. "You don't get it, do you? Let me ask you again- do you understand?" "No." "Good." Assume the selected name was Mary and is in the third position. The mentalist questions the spectator like this: "Was the name Ralph?" "No." "Was the name Jane?"
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"No." "Was the name Mary?" "No." (If he says "yes" to this question you have selected an idiot as a volunteer. You'll get a big laugh, but the effect is dead unless you've set yourself up to do it again. This will require another pen and pad- a good thing to have in case of emergency.) "Was the name Fred?" "No." "Was the name Ethel?" "No." The performer continues to question the spectator in this manner, but continually narrows down the names until he is asking the same question over and over again, ie. "Was the name Mary." After the spectator says "No" at least three times the mentalist says, "Now tell the truth." The spectator sheepishly responds, "Yes." The method is simple and, I think, more practical than some of it's predecessors. There is simply a dot of black lipstick on the tip of the pen. You only pretend to write the numbers on the pad. Actually you?ve written them there before the performance. If you run your left thumb down over the first letters of the names, one of them will leave a slight smear. If the smear runs through several names, don’t worry. Just look for where the smear began and that is the selected name. Again, as in the previous routine, it is essential that you only use the tiniest dot of lipstick. Too much and everything will smear up. A little experimentation will show you the exact amount to use. Originally the effect was performed with chalk on a slate. Later it was done with a soft pencil sharpened to a razor point, making the initial letter of the thought of name noticeably thinner than the other names. Rutledge came up with the idea of using a dot of blue carbon paper on the tip of a pen containing red ink. Punx used lipstick to go red on red. Red is a lousy color to use. Black on black is best. After the performance you needn't worry about leaving the paper around. The smear is hardly noticeable. The presentational aspect is mine and Ross Johnson’s.



The Psychokinetic Pen and Keybending There have been several marketed versions of this effect and if you don't want to bother making one for yourself (which can occasionally be a mess), I suggest you go to the magic store and buy one. Essentially
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the effect is that the mentalist causes a pen placed on the edge of a table to fall to the floor. Standing alone, the effect is meaningless unless you have established yourself as being "the real thing." It follows the key bending effect quite nicely as an exhibition of the same "force" used to bend the metal. An excellent impromptu routine (which literally scares the hell out of people) is a combination of the following routines: Banachek's "Psychokinetic Taps," Bruce Bernstein's "Ring of Protection" (based on Maskeline's "Ring of Power"), key bending, and the "Psychokinetic Pen." Except for the key bending, these are all commercially available and thus it would be unethical for me to discuss the methods involved. But, if you want a routine you can do anywhere, anytime, that is as strong as possible, you can't go wrong with this combination. There are commercial versions of the key bend but none is more effective than the no-gimmick version. The method has been incorrectly explained so many times that it is probably a good idea for me to give you my handling as it originally appeared in one of my earlier writings. "...The main thing is to find a key with a large slot in it, like a KwikSet. Don't use a car key, it is very likely to break, which will not go over too well with the owner. Remember, this is not the key you are going to bend, it is the one that will act as a bender. If possible all of the keys used should be borrowed. By borrowing several you will almost always find a suitable "bender." As a precaution, though, I always carry a KwikSet key in my pocket which is easily added to the borrowed keys if necessary. "In previous descriptions of the method, notably Randi's, the slot end of the "bender" projects from the performer's hand. The tip of the key to be bent is casually inserted into the slot and the two are squeezed to create the bend. This is done during the collection process, long before the spectators believe that anything has happened. This hand position, however, makes the bending obvious to anyone who is watching you too closely. That is why I always hold the bender with the slot on the second joint of my first finger and the shaft laying across the middle and ring fingers. This way you can insert the other key into the slot and apparently only be holding it between the forefinger and thumb. While you are moving around you only need to close your hand into a fist in order to bend the key in a completely imperceptible manner." I realize that the above description may not be totally clear which is why this is something best seen at a lecture. If you purchased these notes from me you've seen the move in action and should have no trouble with it.



Billets- The Name/Place Routine, Center Tearing, Switching



Billet work is a cornerstone of mentalis technique. Unfortunately, very few mentalists or magicians are skilled in the proper technique. Here's a paraphrased and updated version of what I had to say, in The Art of Mentalism: "...The problem is that billet work is undeniably difficult. To be effective, the switches and secret readings must be performed completely casually. Here I offer the reader a simplified means of performing the technique known as the "pocket read." In its original form, using standard three fold billets, it was utilized frequently by Annemann, and is described
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in Practical Mental Effects. It's far easier if you take some unlined 3X5 index cards and cut them in half, creating billets 2½ by 3 inches. If one of these billets is folded into quarters, it will only be slightly larger than the standard billet, but it is far easier to open and manipulate. Fold about a dozen billets and reopen them. Place them, in a stack, in your right outside jacket pocket or in the right trouser pocket. Fold another blank billet and put it in another pocket or anywhere where you can conveniently finger palm it when needed. In performance you simply remove the stack from your pocket and hand a billet to an audience member. Return the stack to your right pocket. Give the volunteer a pencil and have him print his thought on the billet. Instruct him to fold it into quarters. Since it has been prefolded by you it will end up looking like the dummy which you have now conveniently palmed. I then went on to describe some fundamental switches which ended up with the spectator's billet unfolded against the face of the stack in your pocket. Later, when removing the stack, it is an easy matter to secretly read the stolen billet while pretending to jot down your thoughts. My main point was that it is much easier to do the umbrella move with index card stock on quarter fold billets than it is with a paper tri-fold billet. This technique is an all purpose approach to billet work. Not only does it allow secret access to a spectator’s thoughts, but also creates a clean approach to prediction work when used in conjunction with pocket writing. From this evolved the name/place routine which I first described in The Art of Mentalism 2. Here is a somewhat shorter description than appeared in that book: Speaking about coincidence, the performer selects a married couple as subjects. He explains how very often people who are close to one another will have similar thoughts. The man is asked to think of a famous person and the woman is asked to think of a famous place. Each is handed a billet and told to print their respective thoughts. Neither is to look at what the other one is writing. When finished they are instructed to fold their billets. The woman takes both of them, puts them behind her back and mixes them up so that she does not know which is which. The performer asks to woman to hand him one of the billets, pointing out that the moment he touches it, it will be disqualified. The target billet will be the one she keeps, the content of which is unknown to everyone. The performer immediately burns the billet given to him. Removing the stack of blank billets from his pocket, he writes his thoughts on the uppermost card. This he folds and hands to a third volunteer. He takes the target billet from the woman and reads its contents aloud. The third volunteer is asked to read what the performer wrote. It is exactly correct. As a kicker, the mentalist now reveals the contents of the burned billet. The method I use is the cigarette lighter switch. This will be described in detail during the lecture. Alternatively, a finger switch or center tear can be used. The latter methods are best in venues where ashtrays are not available. Of course you could always add an ashtray to your kit but that would take away from the impromptu feeling of the effect. The billet first handed to the performer is switched for a dummy. The dummy is opened out on the stack in the pocket. When the stack is removed for the performer to write his initial impressions, he obtains the
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contents of that billet. He pretends to write on the billet and then acts as if he made a mistake. Crossing out what is written there, he puts the billet on the bottom of the stack and writes the spectator's thought on a fresh billet. This is the billet handed to the third volunteer. When the performer opens and reads the target billet he simply misreads it as the contents of the billet he had originally peaked. This gives him the necessary information for the kicker ending.



The Rainbow Pad



The advantage of Rainbow Pads are that the paper is opaque, unfolds quietly, and tears very easily. That makes them perfect for the one hand center tear, a move that can be found in Corinda's 13 Steps to Mentalism, one of the fundamental texts owned by virtually every working mentalist. The easiest way to read a center if you are standing up is to open it out behind your subjects back, while he is watching his slip burn. Turn your head during the burning so you "can't see anything in case the burning slip opens." Read the stolen center. You can use this technique in front of a large audience if you bring the assistant to the stage. The angle problems are minimal. The volunteer's own body acts as your shield as you stand with your arm behind his back.



The Three Envelope Test- The inside dope



I've described this effect so many times and with so many variations that I'm not going to lay the whole thing out again here. You'll see the whole routine during the lecture. If you want a detailed account you can refer to The Art of Mentalism, Parts One and Two. If you don't have those books I really think you'll need to look at them to understand what follows. They are available at my web site. (You’ll find the address at the end of these notes.) What I'm giving you here is the actual method I use in virtually every performance. It is briefly mentioned as a postscript to the original effect in AOM1. It is what I call "the pocket dump." The bare bones: The envelopes are stacked like this: The Shaxon flap on top, flap side up.This contains a folded dummy billet- index card type. Underneath is another regular envelope, flap side up. Below that is a regular envelope, flap down. And below that is a pair of envelopes set for a flapless envelope switch. The regular of these two contains a folded blank billet. The flapless envelope is on the face of the stack. Pencil dot the Shaxon set so you know which side is up. The key to making the dump work is to belly both of the flapless envelopes out before you prepare the stack. Handling:
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Two spectators write thoughts on billets. Their billets are sealed in envelopes. The first spectator's billet is switched via the Shaxon envelope, which she seals and holds onto.. The second spectator is given the now second envelope down- a crude second deal. She seals up her billet herself, you don't touch it. The performer returns to the front and asks for a third volunteer. At the same time he puts the stack of envelopes into his right jacket pocket, mouths down. He buckles it open and the first spectator's billet dumps out. He comes right back out with the stack and puts it into his left jacket pocket. This is all done very casually and just looks like you don't know what to do with them. The performer reaches into his right pocket and removes the stolen billet. He opens it while explaining to the third volunteer that she is to draw a picture and then to refold her slip. It looks like the performer is simply showing the volunteer what to do. He is actually reading spectator #1's billet. He retrieves the stack of envelopes and sticks it into the regular flapless envelope on the face of the stack. He pulls on the flap and switches for the envelope containing the remaining blank billet. The envelopes are later collected and misnumbered 3, 1, 2, thus setting up the one-ahead. Again, this will be described in great detail in the lecture and these notes should reinforce the important points of the routine, but I do strongly recommend that you read the previous versions in order to understand the virtues of the present approach and to grasp the context of the various moves.



Card Memory This effect was directly inspired by George Sands’ Extra Sandsational Perception. The presentation also has roots in Al Baker’s card memory routine from his Magical Ways and Means, and in the original Nikola Card System as it is described in Hugard’s Encyclopedia of Card Tricks. The presentation is somewhat unique in that the performer briefly explains how mnemonic coding works and describes some of the mental images he uses while memorizing the deck. I’ve had several psychic entertainers object to this on the grounds that I am exposing a valuable technique of mentalism. My response is simply that mnemonics are not the exclusive property of the magician or mentalist and are, in fact, well known to many public speakers, educators, and just about anyone who has ever seen a television infomercial hawking the so-called secrets of a super power memory. The rationale of using this effect as a closer is that it is an entirely consistent illustration of the practical purposes to which the movie screen concept can be applied. Thus, it also serves as a subtle disclaimer of paranormal abilities, and is apt to leave the skeptics with the impression that similar psychological principles could explain the working of many of the performers effects. Believers, of course, will continue to believe. But by the time the act is over, even the hardened skeptics will have been given a plausible, albeit false, explanation of how the effects were accomplished through sound psychological principles. That’s because the entire explanation given by the performer about his use of mnemonics is false. But although it is invariably accepted by the audience, they are nonetheless astounded at the rapidity with which the performer uses the system, for the entire “memorization” only takes about twelve seconds. Considering that the most accomplished memory expert would probably find it difficult to memorize a deck of cards in less than a minute or forty five seconds, the performer is apt to be credited not just with a photographic memory but with high speed film to boot! Finally, the effect has never failed to bring resounding applause and/or standing ovations.
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PRESENTATION: “You’ve been such a wonderful audience that I think I’ll show you a practical use for what I’ve been doing tonight. How many of you are gamblers? Come on, tell the truth. “Good, quite a few of you. Now throughout the show we’ve been visualizing things on a movie screen. Those of you familiar with mnemonics, or the art of memory, know that visualization is the key to a photographic memory. Right now, I’m going to show you how it is possible, using visualization techniques, to memorize a pack of playing cards in less than twenty seconds. “Not only am I going to memorize the deck, but I’m going to describe to you my mental processes and tell you exactly how I’m storing the cards in my memory. “Here’s a new pack of playing cards. [performer produces a new deck, opens it and removes the cards while speaking] And this isn’t going to be very impressive at all if the cards aren’t mixed thorougly, so I’m going to have four of you shuffle the cards.” The performer, after shuffling the deck himself, gives about a quarter of the pack to each of four spectators. Each is told to shuffle his cards thoroughly. Two of the spectators holding cards are now told to give their packets to the other two persons holding quarters of the pack. These spectators, in turn, are told to shuffle the half packs together. Finally, the performer gathers the two shuffled halves of the deck and riffle shuffles them together, following up with a few cuts. While the shuffling is going on the performer continues,~”The key to memorizing cards is to have a mental picture for each one. The picture must be vivid and easy to visualize. For example, in my mind I picture the ace of spades as a giant shovel. Shovel, spade-same thing. The two of spades is a large sun. Why a sun? Simple. In mnemonics we take numbers and turn them into letters. Then we make words. The number ‘two’ is represented by the letter ‘n.’ The letter ‘s’ means spades. ‘5’ and ‘n’ together can be read as ‘sun.’ You see, the consonants don’t count. “In the same way, I have mental picture for each of the cards. The three of spades is the word ‘sum.’ ‘5’ for spade and ‘in’ for three. I picture an arithmetic problem drawn on my screen. “Now, if I’m playing in a card game and want to remember which cards I have seen, I simply visualize the appropriate picture and destroy it mentally. I break the shovel. I cross off the arithmetic problem. I see the sun explode. I must actually see these things happening in my mind. “Later, if I want to know if a card has been played or not, I merely have to bring up the picture and see if I destroyed it. If not, if the picture is still intact, the card has not been played.” By this time the shuffling should be complete. Instructions to the participating spectators are given as asides during the above explanation. The performer is holding the deck and requests a spectator sifting near the front, and who is wearing a watch, to act as timekeeper. “When I say ‘go,’ I want you to mentally count off twenty seconds. When you get to twenty say ‘time. “Now the first secret of memorizing the deck is that I only have to look at about half of it. I’ll mentally
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destroy the cards I see. By process of elimination I will then know the cards I haven’t looked at. “At this point I must ask you all to be as quiet as possible for the next twenty seconds or so. Ready, go!” The performer runs, at a fairly rapid pace, through about half the deck. He finishes before the timekeeper calls time and says, “There, I’m done. How long did that take? Fourteen seconds? I’ve never done it that fast before. I hope I’ve got this right. “Here,” says the mentalist to a seated spectator, “I want you to take the half of the deck that I looked at. “And I want you,” indicating another spectator, “to take the half I haven’t looked at.” Giving the halves to the two spectators, the performer instructs them to separate their cards into suits. While they are doing so, he briefly recaps what has taken place up to this point, elaborating on the visualization process, if necessary, to cover the time taken by the spectators to separate their halves into suits. The two spectators are now directed to gather their cards and come to the stage. One is positioned to the performers right and the other to his left. After introducing himself to the volunteers and getting their names, the performer continues, “In a moment I am going to go through the pictures I have in my mind and try to tell you which cards each of you are holding. ff1 say you have a certain card, don’t waste a lot of time saying that I’m right, just drop the card I’ve called to the stage. That way everyone will know I was correct and we can move very quickly. Please try to keep up with me, this could get fast. “Now, Ed,” says the mentalist to the left hand spectator, “You are holding the cards that I looked at. They are the images that I mentally destroyed. Both of you look at the suit of clubs. “In my mind the ace of clubs is represented by a club. I see a broken club, therefore I saw the ace of clubs and you, Ed, are holding it. Drop it to the stage. Good. “I didn’t see the two or three of clubs, so they must be in your hand, Ray, drop them. Quickly. I did see the four, the five, and the six, so you have them, Ed, but I didn’t see the seven, so Ray must have it. Drop them.” This gets faster and faster until the volunteers are having trouble keeping up with the performer. Done properly, and with the right volunteers, it can create a very funny sight as the spectators frantically search for the cards the performer has called. Each time the mentalist completes calling a suit he directs his volunteers to another one, etc. until he has properly called out who holds each card from the entire deck. When he is finished calling cards, one of the spectators will still be holding one card. The performer concludes by saying, “And you have one left, Ed. It’s the joker. Show it to everyone. Thank you. And how about a nice round of applause for Ed and Ray. They did a great job.” The performer shakes hands with both men as they leave the stage. Standing alone on stage he waits for the applause to subside and says to the audience, “Ladies and Gentlemen, its been great receiving your thoughts and now I’d like to send the best of thoughts to all of you. I’m Bob Cassidy. Thank you very much and goodnight.” ANALYSIS AND METHODOLOGY: As I indicated earlier, many performers who have seen this routing have objected to me explaining the mnemonic aspect of memorizing cards. But if you consider what I tell them, you’ll understand that only
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those spectators who have some familiarity with mnemonics will really understand completely what I’m talking about. And even they will be astounded at the speed with which the performer proceeds. In fact, there’s no way that I can legitimately perform the effect in fourteen seconds, and I doubt if anyone can. (I know someone’s going to prove me wrong on this.) So I cheat and fake the whole thing. The deck is stacked and the performers shuffles and cuts are false. When the cards are initially shuffled by the spectators, two of them are given one half of the pack to shuffle. Two others shuffle the other half It is the performer who false shuffle these halves together. Thus, while the order of the cards has been thoroughly changed, the same cards remain in the same respective halves. While apparently memorizing the cards, the performer simply counts off twenty four or twenty eight cards, not counting the Joker. The reason for this will be explained shortly. Since he knows which half contains the joker, he knows, if he has previously memorized the respective halves of the deck, which cards are in the halves held by the two volunteers who are ultimately called to the stage. In the George Sands version of the effect, which, by the way, used a gimmicked pack of cards to assure that the right cards ended up in each half, a simple system was provided which told the performer where each card was. Those familiar with the Sands version will immediately see how it is used in the presentation. The problem with the Sands system, though, is that if you are distracted and lose your place, you have to start all over again. This poses a problem when many cards are already on the floor, and furthermore, starting over would not be consistent with the mnemonic presentation. If you’re just looking for destroyed mental images there would be no reason to restart, and the actual methodology could come dangerously close to the surface. Before I get into the system I devised, which, I think, is even easier yet, I’ll explain the false shuffles used by the performer. When I’m in a confident mood I routinely use a pull through false riffle. The best shuffle of this kind, done while standing up, is the one described in Henry Hay’s Amateur Magician’s Handbook. (Which, as I’ve said before, has always been one of my “bibles.” It is simply one of the best books on the art ever written.) But since full deck order does not have to be maintained (the performer need only be sure that the cards remain in the same half of the deck they started out in), a simple Hindu, or strip, shuffle will do nicely. Simply pull out your first bunch of cards from a point above center. The deck can also be turned face to the audience and rehindooed (there’s a new word for your vocabulary, I learned it just yesternight.), again taking the break above center. Which leaves us with the problem of knowing which cards are in each half All you need to do is remember four telephone numbers and four names. You don’t even need mnemonics to do this, since you’ve probably memorized hundreds of phone numbers in your lifetime. The ones you use all of the time are easy to remember, Since you’ll be using this routine all of the time once you realize the effect it has on an audience, you’ll find that memorizing the numbers is a snap. The best part is that you can easily make up your own phone numbers. If you’re lucky you might even already know some phone numbers that will work. The names and their corresponding numbers tell you which cards of a given suit are in which half The digits appearing in the number correspond to cards in one half of the deck. Digits that don’t appear in the number correspond to cards in the other half of the deck. For example, the first name is Mr. Club. (Guess what the other names are. I’ll bet you have those
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memorized already.) His phone number is 837-4915. Thus the 8,3,7,4,9,1 (ace), and 5 of Clubs are in one half of the deck. Since the digits or letters 2,4,6, (ten),J,Q, and K do not appear, they are in the other half. ALL of the cards corresponding to the four phone numbers are placed in one half of the deck prior to performance. This is a total of twenty eight cards. The remainder of the deck, plus the Joker, is represented by the numbers which do not appear. Now, if all of the phone numbers contained digits and no letters, all of the picture cards would fall in one half of the deck. (Okay, they are not really halves, they are two portions of 28 and 25 cards respectively. Close enough!) Therefore, two of the phone numbers have old time exchange letters which correspond to court cards. For example, Mr. Hearts phone number is KJ 7-1956. The King, jack, 7,ace ,9, and 6 of Hearts appear in the same half of the deck as Mr. Club’s number. The remaining hearts are in the other half of the deck. I won’t insult your intelligence by giving you phone numbers for Mr. Spade and Mr. Diamond. (I will tell you, though, that Mr. Diamond’s first name is King, a fact that Mercyful Fate fans will appreciate.) If you’ve followed my explanation so far you’ll have no trouble coming up with numbers for all four suits that you’ll find easy to remember. The function of the Joker is twofold. One, it makes for a good conclusion to the presentation. Two, it acts as a marker that lets you know which half of the deck you~re in while you’re apparently memorizing the cards. A good double check is to make sure that both black aces appear in the phone numbers. That way you have two additional markers for determining which half is which. If you trim the corners of the joker, making it a corner short, it can be used to separate the two halves of the deck prior to the presentation. This makes it very easy to split the cards up in the initial distribution to the four spectators who shuffle. And one last tip. If you’re a perfectionist, it is an easy matter to use a new deck for the effect. Carefully open the cellophane at the bottom of the card box and, using an eXacto knife, open the box from the bottom as well. Prepare the pack and seal it up like new. Be sure to remove extra advertising cards and jokers before beginning the effect.



The Enigma of #23 Effect and Presentation: [The performer begins in a very serious tone. As he is delivering the following introduction, he gradually picks up the pace and volume.] [If your birthday is not the 23rd, either lie or omit the first line.] “I was born on June 23rd. Coincidentally, it is a fact that in any room of at least 23 people, at least two of them will have the same birthday. How many of you, though, are born on the 23rd? Not necessarily of June, but of any month? “Strange, isn’t it? “Twenty–three is a very interesting number, you know. According to researchers - there is even an entire web site devoted to the number – many coincidences surround it.
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“The ancient Egyptians observed New Years Day on July 23rd - the day the dog star, Sirius, rises behind the sun. “The human biorhythm cycle is 23 days. “The first prime number in which both digits are prime and add up to another prime is 23. “It takes exactly 23 seconds for blood to circulate through the human body. “During conception, the male and female each contribute 23 chromosomes. “But it gets even stranger than that… “Apart from the fact that AOL only allows 23 people it its chat rooms, did you realize that the letter ‘W” – the 23rd letter of the alphabet – has two points down and three points up? Twenty-three again! “Two-thirds – 2 divided by three- is .666- the number of the beast in Revelations. “Shakespeare was born on April 23, 1556 and died on April 23, 1616. That’s two twenty-threes in his life. And, believe it or not, if you take two twenty-threes you get forty-six. That’s how old Shakespeare was when the King James Bible was published. Check this for yourself - look up Psalm 46 and count to the 46th word. It is ‘shake.’ The 46th word back from the end is ‘spear!’ “It’s true, the more you think about the number, the more it seems to come up. Just the other day I finished reading a book called The Rise and Fall of John Gotti. There I learned that there are 23 organized crime families in the United States and that Gotti’s, the Gambino family, had 23 capos. I’m sure you won’t be surprised to hear that John Gotti was sentenced to life in prison on July 23rd… “Is all of this just coincidence? “Like I said, the more you think about 23, the more it seems to keep showing up. Now that I’ve mentioned it, watch what happens - you’re all going to start seeing 23’s everywhere. “It’s been driving me crazy lately. It’s actually easier for me to read other peoples minds than to figure out what’s happening in my own! “Let’s try to get away from this for a minute. Let me focus on your thoughts. We’ll use a deck of cards.” The mentalist exhibits a pack of playing cards and casually mixes them as he continues. “I would like two of you to each cut off a small packet of cards, about ten or thirteen or thereabouts. Like this.” The performer, holding the pack face down in his left hand, cuts off a small packet with his right hand and holds it with the face of the packet against his chest. “Just cut them off and hold them up against your chest like this. That way I can’t see the back of the card facing your body.” The performer reshuffles the cards as he approaches a member of the audience. Two people each cut off small packets, as described. “Now, each of you, peek at the card closest to your body. Remember it. Burn its image into your minds and then shuffle up your cards. “
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The mentalist now reveals the cards being thought of by both spectators. He concludes by saying, “Well, that’s one way of getting the number 23 out of our minds… or is it?” Shaking his head, the mentalist apparently talking to himself, says, “No, it can’t be possible.” Looking at both volunteers, who are still holding their packets of cards, he says, ”Would both of you please count your cards and tell us how many you have? You have twelve? And you have eleven? “Twelve and eleven. “Twenty-three.” Method: The whole point of this piece, of course, is the story of the number 23. All of the facts cited in the routine are true. (The Shakespeare bit is weird, isn’t it. Chcck it out in your King James if you don’t believe me.) Those of you who have read Principia Mentalia should have recognized the use of my Erisian force. It makes the effect practically self working Remove any twenty-three cards from a deck. Wrap a piece of invisible tape around the remainder of the pack and put the twenty-three cards on top. You’ll find it very simple to apparently overhand shuffle and cut the pack while in reality only cutting the taped block from top to bottom. Depending on your degree of skill with cards you can make this as convincing as you like. The important thing, though, is not to disturb the order of the loose 23 cards. That’s because they are stacked and marked. Each face down card in the twenty-three card packet is marked with the name of the card above it. Thus, when the first packet is cut off, the mark on the new top card of the deck tells you which card is facing the spectator’s body. The second spectator will automatically get the twenty-third card on the face of his packet because of the Erisian force- just take a little finger break beneath the remaining loose cards and present the cards to the spectator so that he can only cut them by the short ends. Since you’ve told him to cut about ten to thirteen cards, it is an easy matter to just drop your left hand as he cuts, leaving him with the remainder of the loose cards. This is practically automatic as you will find on your first attempt. Those of you who are adept with cards may dispense with the taped block merely by putting a short card in the twenty-fourth position from the top. After the first spectator cuts off his packet, obtain your pinkie break above the short card while approaching the second volunteer. While I’m no slouch when it comes to card handling, I nonetheless prefer the taped block when using this effect on stage. It makes it impossible for an obstreporous spectator to screw you up. He can’t possibly cut off more cards than you want him to. I mark the cards Ted Lesley style, but any easily read marking system will suffice. Alternatively, you can just stack the cards according to Si Stebbins, Eight Kings or, my favorite, John Mulholland’s Hungry Jackass stack. In this case you must peek at the top card to know the identity of the previous card in the sequence, ie- the one on the face of the first spectator’s packet. (The Hungry Jackass can be found in Mulholland’s Book of Magic. I prefer it to Stebbins or Eight Kings simply because it is not as widely known. The suits are in the order of your choice –CHSD, SHCD, or whatever-
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and the mnemonic rhyme is as follows: “Jack ass eight live tree. King intends to fix, several for benign Queen.” Which gives you the sequence: Jack ace eight five three King ten two six seven four nine queen)



Epilogue to 23 “Does somebody have a handful of change? Just take out a handful of change sir.” The performer takes a quarter from the spectator’s handful of coins. “Here, look at this quarter, sir, put the rest of your change away. Just hold on to this one. The rest of you can try this too. Take out any coin- a penny, nickel, dime or quarter. Just don’t use one of those new state quarters. “Look at the head side of your coin, sir. You’ll notice that there are words and numbers. How many words are there? Five? And what are they? Liberty and In God We Trust. And how many numbers are on the coin? The date, correct. That’s four digits. “You’ll notice that there are seven letters in Liberty and In God We Trust has twelve letters. Is that correct? Seven and twelve- that’s nineteen. Plus the four numbers is what? “That’s right. Twenty-three again. Coincidence? I don’t know. What’s the date on your coin, sir? 1967? Add those numbers ( one, nine, six and seven) together. What do you get? “Now are you starting to believe?”



Method: Don’t make the mistake of thinking of this just as a throw-away. This is very powerful and acts as a double zinger to the previous effect. The method is nothing. All US coins, with the exception of the new state quarters, have a total of twenty-three characters (letters and numbers) on the head side. Coins dated 1967, 1976, 1985, and 1994 total 23 if you add the digits together. Just pretend to take a coin from the spectator’s handful of change and give him the one you had hidden behind your right fingers. (Your own palmed quarter which has one of the previous dates) Since you have asked the whole audience to take out coins to follow along with you, the spectator attaches no importance to the coin you take from his hand. Obviously, you want to select somebody who has a whole lot of change in his pocket. (If all he has is a dime and a nickel, you’re not going to get by with this!) This is a very memorable bit which, presented properly, will literally get gasps from the audience. Try not to do it when there are other magicians or mentalists present. It’s just too good to be tipped to the fraternity at large.



An invitation to you It’s been great lecturing for you here in Fort Collins. I’d like to invite you all to my private website for mentalists at www.exclusives.mastermindreader.com
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There you’ll find a forum of like minded (occasionally!) mentalists and magicians who have an interest in mentalism. You will also have access to all of my works and latest releases. Best always, Bob Cassidy, September 6, 2002, Fort Collins, Colorado e-mail: [email protected]
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